Article of Agreement Committee meeting minutes: 2/18/21 10am-11am

In attendance: Danielle Corti, Rick Hausman, Emmy Hausman, Bud Haas

Meeting called to order by Danielle at 10:05

Rick Hausman moved to approve the minutes from the meeting on 12/7/20 Emmy seconded all in favor- minutes approved.

The committee discussed the draft of the article with the minor changes. The committee agreed that the language was more clear without the dates at the top and the voting process was more clearly laid out.

Bud suggested that that the part A. be added to the document so that the voters could see the entire article. Danielle raises concerns about the length and the possibility that voters may find that confusing and overwhelming. The committee agrees to keep part A off the document due to the fact that we don't have the ability to meet in person.

Rick moves to approve the article to send to board for review, Bud seconds all in favor the article is approve for board approval.

Danielle asks if the committee would like to be in charge of maintaining the articles of agreement document. The committee feels that is something that should be handled by SU staff.
Committee discusses other items not related to articles: name of district and an article in 7 days about school closure.

Rick moves to adjourn Bud Haas seconds all in favor meeting adjourned 10:40am